Automatic classification of chromosomes in Q-band images.
The manual analysis of the karyogram is a complex, wearing and time-consuming operation. It requires a very meticulous attention to details and calls for well-trained personnel. Even though existing commercial software packages provide a reasonable support to cytogenetists, they very often require human intervention to correct challenging situations. We developed a robust automatic classification system conceived to cope with routine images in which chromosomes are randomly rotated, possibly blurred or also corrupted by overlapping or by dye stains. It consists in a sequence of modules comprising robust feature extraction based on medial axis, chromosome polarization, feature pre-processing, and Neural Network classification followed by a class reassigning algorithm.We show the effectiveness of the proposed method on data comprising karyotypes belonging to slightly different stage of the prometaphase. This dataset contains 119 karyotypes (5474 chromosomes), 70 of which were used for training and validation and 49 for the final testing. In this latter set of images, the system achieved a classification accuracy, as compared to manual ground truth, of 95.6%.